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HV

The SHMS drift chamber HV is controlled from CAEN mainframe 1, which
is the top of the 5 old style CAEN mainframes in the Hall C electronics room.
The HMS DC high voltage is supplied by the top 3 cards. The SHMS HV is
supplied by the bottom card. The SHMS has 4 active HV channels: 1 each
for the field wires of each chamber and 1 each for the cathode planes. The
nominal HV has been determined from efficiency plateau data to be -1940V
for all channels.

Figure 1: SHMS DC HV gui with current monitoring.
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To start the HV gui type
%ssh -f cvxwrks@cdaql1 EpicsHL/HV/hms dc/hv.tcl

Chan ID :
SHMSDC 6 : DC1 Field wires
SHMSDC 7 : DC1 cathodes
SHMSDC 9 : DC2 Cathodes
SHMSDC 10 : DC2 Field wires
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LV and Threshold

The amplifier / discriminator cards for each chamber are powered by two
low voltage power supplies made by Accopian located in the electronics side
of the detector hut, which are shown in Figure 2. These should be on at
all times while taking data. The threshold voltage is currently contolled by
a benchtop supply located above the Accopians (see figure). This should
nominally read between 4 to 4.5 V. This should only be adjusted by experts.
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Gas

The drift gas consists of 50/50 mixture of Ethane/Argon by weight. The flow
can be monitored from one of the couting house computers within a broswer
at the address

https://cvideo1.jlab.org/munin/gas shed-day.html
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Figure 2: SHMS DC LV and threshold supplies located in electronics hut.

This should be checked at least once per shift. The Ar:Eth pressure should
normally read 0.5 kTorr (on the scale the plot provides), and the ethane and
argon flow rates should be equal to each other and within the range 0.8–1.4
slm.
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